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Abstract
Shipment of the segments and its stability while loading and unloading of cargo over
the barge.The calculation of meta center and Meta centric radius makes the barge stable
.3.6 tonnes per centimeter immersion increase one centimeter height of the drought .The
dimensions of the barge and its displacement of total volume of water helped for calculation
of overall mass of the barge .The flooded tank water inertia affects the meta center height
of the loaded segment and barge loss its stability. The height if the cargo and maximum
in range between 30 degree to 40 degree affects the hull structure.Center of buoyancy force
which act in middle of the vessel or ship in upward vertical direction and the center of gravity
which also act on the center of the vessel in downward direction this allow any vessel to float
on the surface of the water is called as Archimedes principal .Meta center radius which help
ship to float on water surface with stability —
• Calculation of GZ curve to determine the stability of the barge at the working load and
the safe working load chart.The meta center height of the loaded cargo on the ship.The
flow rate and the wind intensity at 360 mm of rainfall in 24 hrs.
• To prevent from the hull damage and collapse from the pier during the lifting
operations.The preparation of risk assessment and the safe working process.
• By using the hydraulic tool box software and GZ curve plotting to determine the
stability of the barge.
• If the rainfall intensity is 360 mm in 24 hours having the wing intensity of 30 m/s.The
flow rate of the water is 35000 cubic meter per second then the lifting process is full
of hazards.
• When heeling angle is above the 30 degree then the both center of buoyancy and
gravitational force shift to the port or to the star board .Then the vessel if load is shifted
to port side then the both acting force will shift to the starboard and make the ship in
the stable position. Flooding tank which is designed in the vessel make the ship in
stable position and prevent to damage of hull. Load which is shifted on the vessel
should be fixed some time it creates the twisting moment in ship and heeling angle
reached to the point more than 30 degree and ship loss it stability
vi
A ship or vessel state to be in stable phase when both centre of buoyancy force and
gravitational force meet at the centre of the vessel and the heeling angle should be in range
of 7 degree to 8 degree .When heeling angle is above the 30 degree then the both centre of
buoyancy and gravitational force shift to the port or to the star board .Then the vessel if load
is shifted to port side then the both acting force will shift to the starboard and make the ship
in the stable position. Flooding tank which is designed in the vessel make the ship in stable
position and prevent to damage of hull. Load which is shifted on the vessel should be fixed
some time it creates the twisting moment in ship and heeling angle reached to the point more
than 30 degree and ship loss it stable.
Keywords: Centre of Buoyancy; Block Coefficient; Tonnes per Centimetre; Metacentre
Height;Metacentric Radius .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose to of this is too providing the safe lifting operations by the strand jacks on the
water surface by barge. It is compulsory to make the sequences of the operations and the
evaluation of the risk and its frequency. Safe working methods sequences should be in the
details with role and responsibilities of the personnel. The various parameters considered
are as under[1].
• Role and responsibility of the personnel.
• Safe working procedure.
• Risk assessments and hazards evaluation.
• Execution of the lifting operations.
• Emergency response plan and Emergency response
But while lifting on the water surface it is necessary to prepare the details dynamic nature
of the water surface and its modelling. Barge stability is one of the important factor for the
safe lifting on the water surface.
1.1 Standard Procedure for The Safe Lifting Operations
It is important too follow the sequences while performing the heavy lifting on the water
surface.
• Details preparation of the risk assessments and hazards evaluation.
• Proper communication setup.
• Trained signal man and rigger.
• Third party certification and fitness of the equipments.
• Safe working load calculations and implementations.
• Safe working statements and the sequences of the lifting operations.
1
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• NDT or DT is compulsory for the macloy bar rods to spot the cracks in the rod and
third party certification of fitness.
• Proper illuminations if the lifting operation performed in the night.
• Physical and visual inspection of the equipments before and after lifting.
• Approval and supervision of the lifting operations should be done by the competent
persons.
• Cordoning the area of in and around the area.
This are some important parameters considered while in the lifting operation .Job hazards
analysis and HAZOP study should be done in the details by the competent person [1]. Person
responsible for lifting operation ensure that
• Availability of the resources at the lifting sites.
• Ensure authorized personnel is involved in the heavy lifting or not.
• Monitoring of the lifting procedure and lifting sequences.
• Method of the statements and key role and responsibilities of personnel involved in
the lifting plan.
• Conduct tool box meeting before the lifting for proper communication between the
line people and management people.
• The competence and skill mix of a team is correct.
• Try to ensure no hot work should be done at the heavy lifting area or near the strand
cables.
• Judgment on the conditions for safe lifting operations from soffit.
• The crane operator ensures that operation of the equipments should be done according
the manual provided by the manufacturing company for safe lifting and minimize the
risk frequency and hazards.
• If in the case of the hydraulic lifting it is necessary to check the level of the hydraulic
oil and its gauge pressure.
• Safe working load chart and emergency contact number displayed on the lifting
operations area.
The lift operations are categorized on the scale of the risk frequency and the consequences
of the lifting operations[2].
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• Routine lift – A normal risk assessments analysis and the lift plan can be used in this.
But if the load is more than 150 tonnes then it fall under the special parameter. If
the strand cables or the slings are used in the lifting process then it is compulsory
to the check the elongation of the strand cables or the slings .Maximum permissible
elongation is by 5 percent of its total length and if its threads are damaged by the 2
percent then it is not safe lifting and immediate replacements of the cable should be
done.
• Non routine lifting - simple lifting complex lifting.For complex lifting its is necessary
is perform the HAZOP study and the JHA, SOP, HAZID, work permit, crane chain,
elongation of links, deformation of links, cracks, excessive wear, excessive corrosion,
twists, bird caging, excessive rust or corrosion, excessive wear or abrasion, no
overlapping ropes, no oil leaks from motor, earthing, free access of the job should
be done in the details by the competent personnel.
The operator of the lifting equipments has to follow some safety rules and regulation for
the execution of the lifting operations.
Figure 1.1: Safety Sequences While Lifting The loads.
Emergency response team and Emergency response plane always available at the lifting
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site .In case of the heavy lifting where class one risk is involves so it is necessary to maintain
the risk level or societal risk at level of ALARP. Assembly point and training of workmen
are compulsory where heavy lifting operation is going on. Emergency sirens or air cutting
siren installed near the lifting operations and mock drill should be done .After mock drill
try to make analysis the response action of the workmen and engineers on duty. If there is
lacuna in the quick response then training should be done by the competent person.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Hydrostatic and Stability
Hydrostatic defines as the term in which a ship or the vessel which are subjected over the
water and applied the different loads on it .After applying different load the stability on the
ship or vessel varies due to change in center of buoyancy and meta center.
2.1.1 Archimedes principal
The center of the gravity and the center of buoyancy force applied on the ship or the vessel
that help the ship or vessel to float on the surface of the water. The gravitational force applied
at the middle of the ship in downward direction and the center of the buoyancy force applied
on the center of the ship in the upward direction. This is the base principal of the ship floating
on the surface of the water[3].
2.2 Components of The Barge
The propulsion force which is applied on back of the ship which help of the propeller which
connected with the shaft of the engine which make the ship in the movement.The back two
end edge of the ship is called as the port and the star board. The front side of the ship is
called as the forward side or the bow of the ship. Some part of the ship is under the water
and above the water the line of the this two interface is called as water line or the design
water line. The vertical part of the ship which is under the water is called drought.The port
and the star board of the ship are also known as the mirror image of the ship while designing
the ship only half part of hull data is considered. There are some parameters which is used
while designing the ship are as under [4]:
• Block coefficient = volume displacement of the ship under water divided by the area
of the barge.
• Mid ship coefficient = Mid ship section under the water divided by the area of the
barge.
• Water plane coefficient = water plane area divided by the area of the barge.
5
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Figure 2.1: Three dimensional diagram of deck barge
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2.3 Equilibrium Conditions of The Body Floating on
Water
By the Newton’s second law of the motions a body will said to be equilibrium when it is not
accelerated or not in the motion.
Weight of the body = floating body volume of the water displaced and its weight
The stability of the ship is one of the most important part of the ship design when the
centre of the gravity and the centre of the buoyancy force act at the same point then the
stage of the stability will meet but if there is little bit changes in the acting point then three
conditions will created to be faced us under [5]:
• At the initial stage the body will return back.
• Continuously changes in the position of the body.
• In displaced position body remains due to perturbation causes.
A vessel or ship floats freely on the surface when its specific gravity of the liquid
multiples by the total volume and its weights. A body can be control draughts by adding
or reducing the weights over the body when total volume of the body is greater than the
specific gravity of the water. When total volume and specific gravity of the body is equals
to the total weight of the body then it cannot be controlled by increasing or decreasing the
depth of the drought the body will float on any measurement of the depth. when total volume
and the specific gravity of the body is lesser than the total weights of the body then the body
will sink and it cannot be controlled by the body.
2.4 Initial Stability of The Ship
• When the total weight of the ship and the center of the buoyancy force meet at the
center point then the ship will said to be in initial stability phase.
• when the angle of heeling is small and load of the ship is fixed then the center of the
gravity of the ship will also fixed .At the port point when heeling will start the center
of the buoyancy force will move to the starboard hence ship will automatically comes
in the initial stability phase.
• When the center of the buoyancy force and center of the weight will shift to any one
side either on the port or in starboard then ship will in the condition of the unstable.
2.4.1 Meta centric Height
If the center of gravity is below themeta center then the ship is called in the stable position[6].
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Meta center height = center of the buoyancy force +meta center radius – center of gravity
of the floating body.
While all the design factor and calculation are done by assuming the sea surface or the
water level in plane but in the actual their no static conditions we do not have control over
the nature so the real conditions are very dynamic. Is there is any possible factor that the
waves can affect the stability of the ship or not. The waves which comes parallel to the ship
or faced in parallel positions are very dangerous in the nature .It may cause the ship in the
unstable conditions and also cause disasters.
• Centrifugal force and Weight force created by the waves is perpendicular to the wave
surface. In parallel waves the ship cannot be capsize and easily broken by the waves
but in the head seas ship can easily capsize because waves travel along with the ships
and cannot damage the ship in large scale and the healing angle will too much small.
The twisting moments will also in the small range.
• Many of the accidents show that parametric roll conditions only not happened with
small ships its is also happened with large dimension of the ship. A severe storm can
cause twisting angle upto 35 degree to 40 degree but the material load on the large
dimension ship cause too much damage and cause disaster to the ship.
The meta center varies along with intensity of the wave frequency and the stability of
the ship also changes according the dynamic nature of the waves. The stability of the ship
depends on the surface contact of the water line means the interface between the water and
the bottom of the ship. Some time the ship positioned on the wave crest then the meta center
radius decreases and the stability of the ship also changes. The ship forms and waves form
some time define the amplitude of GM. One of the important factor some time hull damage
may changes the center of the buoyancy force due to the collision of the ship. For prevention
from the hull damages the ship designed to survive after the hull damages several tight water
tanks or compartments are designed in ship. The compartments of two non adjacent flooding
tanks. Lost buoyancy and gaining weight methods are two processes through which ship
conditions are determined after the flood[7].
2.4.2 Effects of Load on Stability
• Duration of the loading.
• Empty tank low in hull – when the water flooded tank having low level of water
according the load over the ship it may decrease the GM of the ship due to inertia
of the water.
• Loading and unloading of the cargo on the ship.
• Liquid free surfaces.
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• Heavy cargo on the ship- cargo height and weight may affect the stability of the ship.
Because if the heeling is too much high it may affect the affect the stability of the ship.
• Maximum heeling of the ship- if the heeling angle is more than 30 degree then the ship
loss its stability.
• Maximum depth of the draft.
Table 2.1: Specifications of The Barge
Length 20 meter
Wide 18 meter
Height 2.5 meter
Barge weight 90 tonnes
Load bearing capacity 300 tonnes
Flooding tanks No. 10
Working load applied 150 tonnes
Frame type Rectangular
Material used in erection 15 mm steel plate
Chapter 3
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3.1 Specification of The Segment
Table 3.1: Bridge Segment Specifications
Length 20.8 meter
Wide 3.75 meter
Height 4 Meter
Weight 130 Tonnes
Tensile strength 300 KN
Compressive strength 250 KN
3.2 Calculations For Stability of Barge
3.2.1 Effect on the depth of draft due to load
Tonnes per Centimeter Immersion – The increase in draft by one centimeter due to load.
Therefore water plane area = length at waterline × breath at water line
= 20m × 18m
= 360m2
Tonnes per centimeter immersion = (water plane area × density) ÷ 100
= (360m2 × 1000 kg/m3) ÷100
= 3.6 tonnes
The weight of 3.6 tonnes increase the one centimeter of draft due to load over it .Hence
load applied over barge for segments lifting’s is 150 tonnes
Therefore increase in drought = 150 tonnes ÷ 3.6 tonnes
= 41.66 centimeters.
The total increase in draft when segment loaded over barge is about 41.66 centimeters
10
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Figure 3.1: Three dimensional diagram of deck barge
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The mass of the barge:-
The mass of the floating body = mass of the water displaced
Therefore total volume of the water displaced = 20m×18m×2.5m
=900cubic meter
The mass volume if the water displaced =total volume of water displaced ×
density of soft water
= 900cubic metre ×1000 kg/cubic metre
= 900 tonnes
3.3 Stability
Metacentric Height (GM) = (0.5 T) + (0.0833 b2) – H
= (0.5 × 1metre) + (0.0833 ×18×18 metre) – 2.5 metre
=24.892 metres
Combined KG = (KG1 ×W1) + (KG2×W2) ÷ (W1+W2)
= (2.5 × 90) + (6.5×130) ÷ (90 + 130)
=4.86 metres
Meta center of the barge (BM) = Moment of inertia of the barge ÷ volume of the barge
Therefore moment of inertia of the water plane (I) = (length of barge × wide3)÷12
= (20 m×183 m) ÷12
=9720 m
Volume of the barge = length ×breath× height
= 20 m ×18 m×1 m
= 360m3
Therefore inertia of water plane = I÷V
= 9720 m÷360m3
=27 metres
Vertical Distance From The Keel To The Centre Of Buoyancy (KB)
= GM +KG –BM
=24.982 m +4.86m -27 m
=2.842 meters
In GZ curve the minimum recommended value will be 5.733 meters. The graph shows
that at 30 degree t distance of 1.2meters the ship will be in stable condition with heeling angle
of 30 degree in maximum. The automatic heeling of the vessel lie between the 7 degree to 8
degree. GZ curve shows the meta center radius and twisting angle of the ship through which
vessel will heel automatic but some time it should be ensure that loaded vessel may also
cause the disasters when the heeling is more than 30 degree then little bit twisting moments
will create large heeling and hence the hull will damage
12
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Figure 3.2: GZ curve showing the dynamic stability of the ship
13
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Figure 3.3: Metacentric radius and angle of heeling
14
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While the combine load displacement is 4.86 metres hence the displacement is below the
8 meters so it is safe to lift the loads of 130 tonnes.
3.4 Strand Jacks
While in the construction industry heavy lifting is one of themost typical taskswithminimum
risk frequency and hazards .In 1970 the Europeans first time used the hydraulic system for the
heavy lifting .As we know that fluid is non compressible it can be maximum compressed by
10% of its actual volume . work input is equal to the work output and the same basic principal
is used in the hydraulic jack systems . But the input diameter of fluid and output diameter
of the fluid should be calculated so that the exact pressure should be applied according to
output pressure needed for the lifting [8].
3.4.1 Specification of The Strand Jacks
Table 3.2: Specifications of the strand jacks
Jack capacity 500 tonnes
length of jack 735 mm
Gripping length 660 mm
Preferable length between two adjacent 1400 mm
outer diameter of jack 494 mm
Tensioning piston area 1045.4 cm
Blocking piston area 173.3 cm
Max. travel piston 200 mm
Blocking type Hydraulic
Weight 480 kgs
Normal wedge set at non stressing end mm
Normal wegde set at stressing end 3 mm
One stroke 700 mm
3.5 Strand Jacks System Installation
The following is a generic procedure were used for the system installation of the strand jacks
and The power packs
15
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• Position the power packs correctly to suit site arrangements and within the range
of Hydraulic hose lengths to the jacks‟ .Ensure the power packs is level, packing
underneath as necessary. Connect a suitable power supply to the power packs.
• The jacks have double acting mini jacks and require open and close hoses to each
anchor Connect the extend and retract hoses to the anchors.
• Connect the mini hoses and connect a set of hoses between the remaining power packs
Outlets and jacks
• After connection checks that the outlets on the pack are connected to the correct ports
on the jack. All hoses are male and female to assist with correct connection as are the
associated ports on the jacks and the power packs It is important that the hoses are not
left coiled when hydraulic oil is to be pumped through the system
• If practically, when installation long hoses to a system couple the working pairs of
hoses Together prior to connecting to the jacks and operate the power packs circuits
to expel air and charge the hoses with hydraulic oil. The spool valves used on all
circuits permit the oil to flow and return to tank provided the valve is operated and
held for adequate time Place control cabin in a suitable position ensure the cabin level
,packing underneath if necessary Fit the electrical dressing set including sensors to
jacks .Data cables and power cables should be run neatly and away from any access
routes to prevent damage from external sources .They should be visually inspected
regularly Ensure that a clear system of jack numbering or naming is established such
that the control system operator, lift controller and site observers are using the same
terminology Ensure that it is clear to the operator which jack is which. Install fixed
anchor fabrications and fixed anchors Install strand in accordance with the project
method statement .This may be carried out after system commissioning to facilitate
opening and closing the jack anchors and cycling the jacks as required
3.6 Power Packs System Check
Ensure all ball valves on the power packs are closed
• Switch on all jacks
• If all is functioning correctly the following will be seen on the remote console. The
blue selector buttons will illuminate. The digital load display readout will move to
just above the red limit. The arrow load display readout will move to just above the
red. Assuming all anchors are closed the mini jack’s sensor lights will all show green
.Turn off all jacks. The blue lights will turn off .The power packs ball valves must still
be closed Turn on the jacks
16
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• Operate the main cylinder joysticks to extend and check that the corresponding
pressure Gauge on the pack shows pressure
• Set the extend pressure relief valve must be greater than the capacity of the lifting
system
• Operate the mini cylinder joystick to retract and check that the corresponding pressure
Gauge on the power packs shows pressure
• The pressure shown on load 150 bar if this is not the case set the retract pressure relief
Valve to the required settling
• operate the mini jacks joysticks to top and check that the corresponding pressure gauge
on the power packs shows pressure
• The pressure shown should be 50 bar if this is not the case, set the mini jacks pressure
Relief valve to the required settling
• Operate the mini jacks to base and check that the corresponding pressure gauge on the
Power packs shows pressure .if this is not the case set the mini jack pressure relief
valve.
• Repeat the above mentioned process for the safe lifting process of the segments
through the strand jacks
NOTE:- During all commissioning the safety of all personnel in the vicinity of the
equipments and the security of the strand must be considered .No load must be applied to
the being to the Item being lifted or the temporary structures .If the jacks are the stranded
the commissioning.
3.7 Narmada River
The whole segments lifting are to be done over the surface of the Narmada river so it is
necessary to determine the dynamic nature of the river. The segment lifting will done in
mid of the June that time minimum rainfall intensity is above the 35 mm daily. The surface
modeling of the water is compulsory to make the stability of the barge and its calculations
to prevent from any time of the hazards. while for segment shifting to the pier 2 barge is
used so the stability of the barge and its meta center calculation is necessary which make
less heeling and twisting angle will also less. Which prevent the ship and the barge from
hull damage [9].
For segment shifting these arrangements are necessary needed
• Tuck boards
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Figure 3.4: Sequences in operation of strand jacks
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Figure 3.5: Sequences in operation of the strand cables
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Table 3.3: Narmada river
Length 1312 km
Average width 1.98 km
Rainfall intensity 10000 cubic meter TO 50 000 cubic meter
Mouth of the river Arabian sea
Average velocity 5 M/S
Discharge 101447M3/S
Average depth 12 meter
Mean annual rainfall 25mm
Elevation 1049 meters
• Barge
• Gantry cranes
• Liner for the positioning the gantry cranes over the barge to unload the segments
• Toe boats
As we know that waves intensity may damage the hull and stability of the ship will be
lost it is necessary to make the barge movement to the direction of the waves.
3.7.1 Hydraulic Tool box software
It is free ware software available on Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Resource
Center (RC), USA. Hydro logic and hydraulic routine computation can be done help of this
software. This program help user to calculate the dynamic nature of the hydraulic and its
typical calculations for the future study of fluid and for the research area .All the outputs
are given in the form of the graphical representation as well as in analytical data. There are
several calculators’ features in this tool box software.
3.7.2 Channel analysis calculator
There are several type of the calculator featured in the this. The list of the calculators are as
under
• User Defined Cross-Section
• Triangular
• Trapezoidal
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Figure 3.6: Graphical representation showing flow rate and velocity of water
• Circular
The some input data is the longitudinal slope its of the most important parameter of the
flow of the liquid. The depth of the flowwhich helps to calculate the critical velocity, average
velocity. The discharge of the flow and width of the channel which helps in the channel
analysis and dynamic nature of the fluid .For the calculation of the parameters manning
equation is used.
Q = 1:486
n
AR
2
3S
1
2 (3.1)
Where Q = Discharge flow rate of fluid
A = Area of the section
P = wetted perimter
R= Hydraulic radius
The output data is shown in the form of te graphical representaion plotted in X-Y axis
.With the help of his calulator critical velocity,shear stress, slope, average velocity of the
fluid is caluclated by using the manning equtions.
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Figure 3.7: Bridge scour calculator
3.7.3 Bridge scour analysis calculator
It is used normal for the bridge foundation design and calculation of its bridging time
according to the fluid nature. For the calculation some important parameters are used such
as under
• Pile cap length ,width and depth
• Pier height from the bed
• Pile depth below the bed
• Dimensions of the pile
• Angle of the stack on the pile
• Elevations
• Soil nature
In this calculation Froehlich method equation is used for analysis
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Figure 3.8: Bridge scour calculator
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The universal hydrograph shows the flow rate of the discharge water from the channel of
the dam during the rainfall intensity of 360mm/hours in duration of 24 hours in rainy season
.The above analysis is done considering the water surface in plane nature but the practically
the wave intensity affects the stability of the ship and the healing angle also depend on it.
The GM also depend on the healing also due to cargo load on the ship and duration of the
loading and unloading of the load .If the wind velocity is above 30m/s then it is very unsafe
for the lifting of the heavy lifting .It is necessary to maintain the stability and prevent from
the damage of the hull. Some time it is absorbed that when cargo shifted on the ship has
maximum height and wave intensity due wing velocity of 15m/s affects the stability of the
barge and creates the maximum heeling angle more than 30 degree normally for automatic
angle should be between 7 degree to 8 degree. A tonne per centimeter immersion that
increase or decrease the drought height also affects the stability of the ship. In the case
of barge used in the lifting for segment lifting the total cargo load is about 150 tonnes it
may increase the depth of the drought by 41.66 centimeters. The overall mass is about 900
tonnes on the surface of the water line of the ship. For safe lifting it is necessary to use only
50 percent efficiency of any machinery engaged in operations.
3.8 Recommendations
3.8.1 Risk assessment and hazards evaluations
As may studied state that any risk or hazards occurred due to 98% of the unsafe act and only
2% is the unsafe conditions on which we have no controls like natural disasters .If 600 of
near miss is reported then we can minimize a large risk or hazards to be occur. The basic
principal of the hazards evaluation is as under
• Substitution
• Elimination
• Engineering controls
• Administrative controls
• PPE’S
While in the runningwork it is necessary to be done regularmonitoring and the evaluation
of the hazards and risk analysis is to be done .The basic parameters to be considered for
hazards evaluation and for the risk analysis.
Scenario based risk evaluations approaches should be done for the complete evaluation of
the hazards and risk analysis .After the evaluation it can be easy to determine the judgement
either the risk is too high or at medium level. If the risk is too high then there is lacuna in
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Figure 3.9: Pie chart for risk analysis
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the implementation of the safe guards or its standards. At the point of the societal risk it is
necessary to risk level should in ALARP.
Some time hazards evaluation used in actual practice to determine the frequency of the
risk and its severity rate if occurred .Mostly HIRA is adopted in construction sector instead
of HAZOP study where mechanical work is going on. The communication between the
workmen’s and the management and line people its is necessary in the process of the hazards
evaluation and in the risk analysis .Workmen suggestion are also important factor in the
minimising the risk and hazards. If unfortunately some hazards occurred the several process
of investigation approached. Some of them are as under:
• FEMA ( FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS)
• FTA ( FAULT TREE ANALYSIS).
• ETA ( EVENT TREE ANALYSIS )
But it is necessary to investigation scenario based investigation and its consequences of the
event for the reliable result of the incident. lost of event and its impact kept in mind while
doing scenario risk evaluations Behaviour based safety is also the important factor is risk
analysis. Threshold of concern if the impact is found below with respect to the evaluation
of the hazards then the whole system of the work is at minimum risk level and hence it can
be passed for performing the job
3.8.2 Safety standards
• Ballast or any form of fuel should be used as per specification of the engine. If it is
not done it may change the trim of the ship.
• The depth of the drought should be according to weight and specific gravity of water
• It is necessary to quantify the adjacent level of flooding tanks
• Avoid the blinging of the ship to prevent from the damage
• Water tight compartments should be on the center line to maintain the ship stability
• Hull damaged should be avoided by flooding the water tanks.
• Safe working load of the vessel or ship should be calculated
• Metacentre radius should be maintained to meet the stability of the ship
• Always maintain the center of buoyancy force and centre of the gravity at the centre
of the vessel or ship
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Figure 3.10: Risk and hazards evaluation by scenario based methods
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• Heeling angle should be minimum if there is maximum load it is necessary to maintain
load of the material shifted in the vessel.
• Minimum 18 mm in thickness of steel plate should be used in case barge where load
capacity is above 300 tonnes and above.
• Always safe working method and risk assessment should be prepared in detail
according the nature of work individually.
• If wind velocity is more than 30m/s it is unsafe for lifting process over the water
surface.
• Calculate the safe working load and the maximum meta center with help of the GZ
curve.
• 0.15 meter or less is the initial meta center height for safe working.
• The flooding angle should be in 0.03 meter in radius and if heeling angle is between
30 degree to 40 degree.
• If heeling angle is about 30 degree then the righting angle curve under area should be
less than 0.05 metre and for angle of 40 degree it should be in 0.09 metre.
• The angle of heeling should not exceed more than 15 degree in case of instability of
the ship it should be in between 7 degree to 8 degree in angle then it will safer to work
in that condition.
• Thermal insulation either hot insulation or cold insulation should be implemented if
the temperature is above 40 degree Celsius then hot insulation and if temperature is
less than 40 degree Celsius then cold insulation. The direct contact of the hull should
be avoided if the temperature of the body is more than 40 degree Celsius.
• If the there is unshaped or irregular shape then plastic deformation or foam insulation
should be done there. Before performing the insulation it is necessary to maintain
the operating temperature for hot insulation it is necessary to maintain the surface
temperature at 60 degree Celsius for insulation work.
• Slabs, matters should be should if the there is composite insulation.
• Water line or design line interface between the water surfaces should be according to
the design specification to maintain the stability of the ship.
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3.9 Risk Assessment For Segment Lifting And Deck
Erection
3.9.1 Lift co-ordinator
The Lifting Co-ordinator is to be appointed by the L&T and has overall responsibility for
co-ordination and control of work activities involving lifting operations. This person is
typically a Shift Supervisor or Project Engineer. The Lift Co-ordinator is someone who
has the required level of competence, through practical skills and theoretical knowledge, to
plan and supervise lifting operations. The Lift Co-ordinator must be able to:
a. Carry out Risk Assessments.
b. Ensuring the 3rd party certification of cranes & lifting tools & tackles. competency
certificates of personnel involve in lifting operation/
c. Prepare and assess Lift Plans.
d. Conduct Toolbox Talks for SEGMENT lifting activity.
The Lift Co-ordinator is responsible for ensuring that:
a. The competence and skill mix of a team is correct.
b. Sufficient supervision of persons under training or gaining experience is given to
demonstrate competence.
c. Controlling of all Lifting operation at site.
d. Does not touch the load. They must stand back from the load being handled in a
prominent position where they have a good view of the lifting activities and controlling
of tandem lifting (Lifting of the same single object with Two cranes)
Chapter 3 Safe Lifting Procedure
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
Flow rate of 35000 cubic meters and wind intensity of 25 m/s affects the stability. The
meta center height 2.236 meters and healing angle lies between in range of 7 degree to 8
degree makes the ship in stable position. Based on risk assessment safe working methods
prepared in the detail. Elongation of strand cables by 2% of its actual volume makes the
lifting operation in hazards condition. Scenario based risk analysis and hazard evaluation
provide the reliable result for the analysis and it also helps to prepare the risk assessment of
the individual work .Work statement of each activity should be prepared in the details and
training should be conducted for each activity of the work .While in the lifting on the water
surface it is necessary to understand the dynamic nature of the water surface and surface
modeling of the water. For safe lifting on water ship stability is too important. Heeling
angle should lies between 7 degree to 8 degree if the heeling angle is more than 30 degree
the lifting is very unsafe it can damage the hull of the ship and cause disasters .Flooding
tanks water level should also filled according the load on the barge. Weight of the ship is
equals to the specific weight of water and its volume then ship can easily float on any depth
of water.
4.1 Recommendation
Performing ever work prestart verification of the job is necessary and permit to allow the
work after meeting the safety standards.It is necessary to check the some important parameter
while performing the job. Safe working methods based on the risk analysis and hazards
evaluation kept at the site or to the concerned personnel deputed for the job or supervision
.For heaving lifting it is necessary first to the classified the lifting either it is routine lifting
or critical lifting. According the nature of the lifting it is necessary the conduct the training
of personnel deputed for the job.
Chapter 4 Conclusion
Table 4.1: Inspection checklist before lifting
# POINTS OBSERVATIONS REMARKS
1
Ensure jacks having sufficient
rating to lift and sustain the loads Yes/No
2
Do all jacks have over travel
positive stopper Yes /No
3
Pre inspection before lifting
(destructive inspection)
a. Fluid tank level
b. Fluid pressure check
c. Hydraulic nozzles and pipes
conditions (chock age status)
4 Anemometer reading
5
Jacks lubrication and interval
of lubrications
6
Are jacks are inspected before and after installation by
third party (competent person) Yes/No
7 Destructive testing fitness report (interval of 12 listings)
8 Does flooded water tank level according to the load Yes/No
9
Level of the draught a. Without load
b. With load
10 Meta center radius and height
11 High tide and low tide status
12
Number of tuck boats engaged
for shipment of segments
13
Quick emergency team at site
status
14 Communication set ups between operator and signal men
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